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ABSTRACT

Formal verification of industrial systems is very challenging, due to reasons ranging from scalability issues to communication difficulties with engineering-focused teams. More importantly, industrial systems are rarely designed for verification, but rather for operational needs. In this paper we present an overview of our experience using hybrid systems theorem proving to formally verify ACAS X, an airborne collision avoidance system for airliners scheduled to be operational around 2020. The methods and proof techniques presented here are an overview of the work already presented in [8], while the evaluation of ACAS X has been significantly expanded and updated to the most recent version of the system, run 13. The effort presented in this paper is an integral part of the ACAS X development and was performed in tight collaboration with the ACAS X development team.

1. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, aircraft collision avoidance has been a case study of choice for formal verification of cyber-physical systems, particularly thanks to its very clear specification – absence of collision [2, 4, 5, 12, 16, 18]. However few of those studies were done on industrial systems – i.e., systems which will ultimately equip commercial aircraft – or as an integral part of the system’s development, with potential impact on the system’s final design.

On the industrial side, two main systems exist, both developed under the lead of the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA): the Traffic Collision Avoidance System (TCAS) [3], which is currently mandated on all large passenger aircraft and whose design started in the late 1970s; and the Next-Generation Airborne Collision Avoidance System (ACAS X) [3, 6, 11], a complete redesign of the TCAS system initiated by the FAA to accommodate recent challenges such as more crowded airspace and the arrival of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles. This paper describes our work using hybrid systems modeling and theorem proving to formally assess the safety of ACAS X. This work is part of ACAS X’s development and has been done in collaboration with the ACAS X development team. This paper focuses on what is called run 13 of the X_A version of ACAS X (simply denoted ACAS X throughout this paper) – the most recent version used for normal operations of manned aircraft.

A typical collision avoidance encounter involves two aircraft: the equipped ownship aircraft actively trying to avoid colliding with a non-equipped intruder aircraft. Both TCAS and ACAS X avoid such collisions by giving exclusively vertical advisories to the pilot of the ownship – such as “Climb at a rate of 1,500 ft/min” (CL1500) or “Do not descend” (DND). If both aircraft are equipped with a collision avoidance system, both pilots can get coordinated advisories. A collision – or Near Mid-Air Collision (NMAC) – is formally defined as the two aircraft being within $r_p = 500$ ft horizontally and $h_p = 100$ ft vertically – thus forming a safety puck around the ownship where the intruder should not enter to guarantee the safety of both aircraft. While the design of TCAS was based on geometric considerations on paths taken by aircraft, the design of ACAS X is radically different. ACAS X is designed around a Markov Decision Process (MDP) estimating the probabilities that two aircraft may climb, descend or turn, in the presence or absence of an advisory [9]. Based on those probabilities, the MDP is optimized to minimize the probability of an NMAC, while also minimizing (with lesser priority) advisories, disruptive to the pilot. This optimization results in a score table giving advisories for different possible configurations. The table is then queried and interpolated in flight; the result is sometimes corrected with online scores to take into account factors not considered by the MDP such as proximity to the ground or coordination with other ACAS X-equipped aircraft, before being communicated to the pilot. The score table combines two sub-tables interpolated in succession, one with 698,819 interpolation points and the other with 38,053,125 interpolation points, resulting in a large number of combinatorial cases.

Given this design, what does it mean to formally and effectively verify ACAS X? Observe that absence of NMAC cannot be guaran-
Let us consider a 3-dimensional encounter involving an ownship and an intruder. For the purposes of this study, we make a number of assumptions on the capabilities and behavior of both aircraft during an encounter. We assume that the ownship has the capability to perfectly estimate the geometrical configuration of the encounter, i.e., the relative position of the intruder, as well as the speed and direction of both aircraft; in practice such information is provided by different sensors as well as communication data exchanged between aircraft. In particular, we discard all sources of noise and uncertainty related to the state estimation. We further assume that the intruder has a constant velocity vector, both horizontal and vertical, with no turn, acceleration or change in its vertical speed, thus describing a straight-line uniform trajectory. As for the ownship, we assume that it has a straight-line uniform horizontal trajectory, with no turn or horizontal acceleration. We, however, allow non-deterministic changes in the ownship vertical acceleration that are used to come into compliance with and follow vertical advisories. These assumptions limit the generality of the result, but the proof presented in this paper is still powerful because most planes, most of the time, fly in straight lines; therefore we expect ACAS X to be able to handle this sort of steady-state pilot model. We make these assumptions throughout the technical development of the paper, including in Sect. 3.

ACAS X can issue one of 16 vertical advisories, summarized in Table 1. For example, if provided with the (corrective) advisory “Climb 1,500” (CL1500), the pilot is instructed to climb at a rate of at least 1, 500 ft/min. Similarly, the (preventive) advisory “Do Not Climb” (DNC) instructs the pilot to not climb, while the advisory “Maintain Climb” (MCL) instructs the pilot to maintain their current climb rate. Our model, based on [9], supposes that the pilot complies with the advisory with acceleration at least \( a_v = \frac{g}{4} \) starting after a delay modeling reaction time of at most \( d_p = 5 \) seconds; then the pilot continues following the advisory forever – or until a new advisory is issued. Four advisories (SDES1500, SCL1500, SDES2500 and SCL2500) can only be used to strengthen a previous advisory; as such the compliance of the pilot is typically better, and our model supposes a compliance with an acceleration of \( a_v = \frac{g}{3} \) and within a delay of \( d_p = 3 \) seconds. ACAS X can also issue the advisory “Clear of Conflict” (COC), meaning that no specific action is required from the pilot. All advisories, except COC, request the pilot to stay either above or below a given vertical velocity, as shown in Table 1. We model such advisories with two variables: the target vertical velocity given to the pilot \( \dot{v} \) and a binary variable \( w \), taking value \(-1\) if the pilot is asked to stay below that vertical velocity, or \(+1\) if she is asked to stay above.

### 2.2 Reduction to a 2-Dimensional Encounter

Under our assumptions, the 3-dimensional encounter can be reduced to a 2-dimensional encounter without loss of generality. This observation makes the formal model much easier to reason about. This section gives a geometric intuition of the reduction. A formal proof, based on a similar argument, is presented in [8].

![Figure 1: Reduction to a 2-dimensional encounter](image-url)

For this reduction let us put ourselves in the reference frame of the ownship. A 3-dimensional encounter is represented in Fig. 1 – top view at the top and side view at the bottom. Let \( r \) be the distance between the aircraft, \( r_v \) the relative velocity of the intruder with respect to the ownship, and \( \theta_v \) the angle formed by \( \langle O1 \rangle \) and \( r_v \).
Our model gives rise to a first construction of what we call the safe region in full generality, given in Fig. 3. Based on the nominal trajectory, the safe region, and no NMAC can occur as long as the straight line centered on a point of the red trajectory, then the intruder is in a safe region. Let us consider an ownship initially descending and receiving a CL1500 advisory, meaning that the pilot should start climbing at 1 ft/min. If the pilot follows the advisory, the ownship will accelerates the ownship with respect to the intruder.

Let us now change the reference frame to put ourselves in the reference frame fixed to the intruder and centered on the original point of the ownship. Let \( h \) be the relative height of the intruder with respect to the ownship, \( h_0 \) the relative vertical velocity of the ownship with respect to the intruder, and \( a \) the relative vertical acceleration of the ownship with respect to the intruder.

Let us consider an ownship initially descending and receiving a CL1500 advisory, meaning that the pilot should start climbing at 1 ft/min. Let us further assume that the pilot reacts immediately to comparing the actual advisories of ACAS X. Quantifier elimination algorithms could be used but often lead to formulations that are very large and hard to interpret. Instead, we go back to Fig. 2 and manually construct the boundaries of the safe region. They consist of a vertical line on the left side created by the left side of the puck, followed by a half parabola created by the bottom left-hand corner of the puck, then a horizontal segment of length \( 2r_p \), created by the bottom of the puck, and finally another half parabola and a straight-line at 1,500 ft/min, both created by the bottom right-hand corner of the puck. This observation leads to an explicit formulation of the safe regions which can be expressed mathematically in full generality and is given in Fig. 3.

Both formulations are equivalent, but each comes with an advantage: the implicit formulation makes the formal proof of the hybrid model easier, while the explicit formulation enables an easy comparison with the ACAS X table. We formally prove in the KeYmaera theorem prover [17] that the implicit formulation of the safe region \( C_{impl}(r, h, h_0) \) and its explicit formulation \( C_{expl}(r, h, h_0) \) are equivalent. This formal proof, along with all the KeYmaera models and proofs of this paper are available online at http://www.lsv.ens-cachan.fr/~cousot/Publications.html.

2.4 Proof of Safety

In order to formally prove the correctness of the safe regions, we build in Eq. (1) a hybrid model described by the differential dynamic logic [15]. We then formally prove, using the hybrid systems theorem prover KeYmaera [17], that no NMAC can occur, provided all advisories satisfy the condition \( C_{impl}(r, h, h_0) \) (or equivalently \( C_{expl}(r, h, h_0) \)).

\[
\begin{align*}
1 & r_p \geq 0 \land h_0 > 0 \land v \geq 0 \land a \geq 0 \land \\
2 & (w = -1 \lor v = 1) \land C_{impl}(r, h, h_0) \land \\
3 & [(\ ?true \lor h_0 = 0) \land \langle \hat{h}_f := w \land h := -1 \lor w := 1 \rangle; \]
4 & \langle ?C_{expl}(r, h, h_0); \text{advisory := (w, } h_f) \rangle; \\
5 & a := \star; \\
6 & \langle r' = -v, h' = -h_0, h_0 = a \land wh_0 \geq wh \land w \geq a \rangle \\
7 & \langle w \rangle \rangle \\
8 & ) \rangle \\
\end{align*}
\]

(1)
Implicit formulation

\[
A(t, h_t, \dot{h}_0) \equiv \left\{ \begin{array}{l}
0 \leq t < \frac{\max(0, w(h_f - \dot{h}_0))}{a_r} \\
2a_r \\
\end{array} \right\} \land h_t = \frac{w a_r}{2} t^2 + \dot{h}_0 t
\]

\[
C_{impl}(r, h, \dot{h}_0) \equiv \forall t. \forall r. \forall h_t. \left( r_t = r_v t \land A(t, h_t, \dot{h}_0) \rightarrow (|r - r_t| > r_p \lor w(h - h_t) < -h_p) \right)
\]

Explicit formulation

\[
case_1(r, \dot{h}_0) \equiv -r_p = r < -r_p - \frac{r_v \min(0, w h_0)}{a_r}
\]

\[
\text{bound}_1(r, h, \dot{h}_0) \equiv w r_v h < \frac{a_r}{2} (r + r_p)^2 + w r_v h_0 (r + r_p) - r_v^2 h_p
\]

\[
case_2(r, \dot{h}_0) \equiv -r_p = r < -r_p - \frac{r_v \min(0, w h_0)}{a_r}
\]

\[
\text{bound}_2(r, h, \dot{h}_0) \equiv w h < -\frac{\min(0, w h_0)^2}{2a_r} - h_p
\]

\[
case_3(r, \dot{h}_0) \equiv \frac{r_p - \frac{r_v \min(0, w h_0)}{a_r}}{r < r_p + \frac{r_v \max(0, w(h_f - \dot{h}_0))}{a_r}}
\]

\[
\text{bound}_3(r, h, \dot{h}_0) \equiv w r_v h < \frac{a_r}{2} (r - r_p)^2 + w r_v h_0 (r - r_p) - r_v^2 h_p
\]

\[
\text{case}_4(r, \dot{h}_0) \equiv r_p = r < r_p + \frac{r_v \max(0, w(h_f - \dot{h}_0))}{a_r}
\]

\[
\text{case}_5(r, \dot{h}_0) \equiv -r_p = r < -r_p + \frac{r_v \max(0, w(h_f - \dot{h}_0))}{a_r}
\]

\[
\text{bound}_5(r, h, \dot{h}_0) \equiv w r_v h < \frac{a_r}{2} (r + r_p)^2 + w r_v h_0 (r + r_p) - r_v^2 h_p
\]

\[
\text{case}_6(r, \dot{h}_0) \equiv r_v = 0 \land r > r_p \lor \left( w r_v h < w h_f (r + r_p) - \frac{r_v \max(0, w(h_f - \dot{h}_0))^2}{2a_r} - r_v h_p \right)
\]

\[
C_{expl}(r, h, \dot{h}_0) \equiv \left( \forall \dot{w}, \dot{h}_f \geq 0 \rightarrow \bigwedge_{i=1}^{4} (\text{case}_i(r, \dot{h}_0) \rightarrow \text{bound}_i(r, h, \dot{h}_0)) \right) \land \left( \forall \dot{w}, \dot{h}_f < 0 \rightarrow \bigwedge_{i=5}^{6} (\text{case}_i(r, \dot{h}_0) \rightarrow \text{bound}_i(r, h, \dot{h}_0)) \right)
\]
2.5 Delayed Pilot Response and “Clear of Conflict” Advisory

A similar process can be followed to add a delay parameter that models the reaction time of the pilot before she starts following the advisory. During that delay we consider a worst case scenario where the pilot can climb or descend at an acceleration of $g/3$. Details of the approach, including a formally proved model of the system and equations of the safe regions, can be found in [8].

This approach can be adapted to model a “Clear of Conflict” (COC) advisory. When a COC advisory is issued, our model allows the pilot to climb or descend with an acceleration up to $g/3$. A COC advisory can be considered safe if and only if it can be followed by another safe advisory 1 second later – since ACAS X can issue advisories every second. Thus, COC is safe if and only if there exists an advisory that is safe for a delay augmented by 1 second.

COC has the same representation as other advisories in the model – a period of delay followed by compliance with an advisory – but has a different interpretation. The COC advisory itself only advises the pilot that the $g/3$ action for the delay period in the model is safe. The vertical velocity limit attached to COC represents a future safe advisory that may be issued after the COC to ensure safety after the COC period is over. As such, the value of its vertical velocity limit is variable, and depends on what could be safely issued by the system after a period of pilot delay and free vertical acceleration.

2.6 Limitations

Our approach and model have some limitations. Our model of a straight-line uniform trajectory for the intruder disallows any turn or reaction on its part; in particular it does not handle an intruder equipped with a collision avoidance system. Similarly, our model does not allow any turn on the part of the ownship. As a result, our safe regions do not guarantee a NMAC avoidance for different, non-straight-line pilot behavior, and not satisfying our safety conditions does not necessarily lead to an NMAC. Furthermore, our model permits and does not enforce follow-on advisories. Our analysis thus conservatively rejects advisories that are not safe for all future, even those that ACAS X would ultimately strengthen or reverse. But follow-on advisories can change the outcome of the encounter if there is enough time for the pilot to react to the modified advisory.

In addition of the advisories presented in Table 1, ACAS X can issue the recently-added Multi-Threat Level-Off (MTLO) advisory that we do not handle yet in our model or safe regions. Finally, our comparison with the ACAS X system focuses on its score table exclusively, and ignores online scores that account for example for ground proximity or coordination.

3. COMPARISON

For each configuration of the aircraft, the safety conditions presented in Fig. 3 give us a means of evaluating the safety of the ACAS X table, by performing a comparison between the provably safe set of advisories allowed by the safety conditions, and the advisory recommended by the ACAS X table. Any mismatch gives us a counterexample of a potentially unsafe behavior. This section presents the method and results of the comparison, then examines a few automatically generated counterexamples.

3.1 Method

The ACAS X score table used to determine advisories is stored as a (high-dimensional) grid of points, often called cutoffs. When the ACAS X table is queried online, it performs a multilinear interpolation to combine the table data from the surrounding cutoffs. Thus, in a sense, all of the information in the table is determined by its cutoffs. As a first step in analyzing the safety of the ACAS X table, we compare the advisory given by the system for each cutoff with the set of advisories that are proved safe in our alternate model. Throughout this section we call a cutoff safe if its corresponding ACAS X advisory respects the safe regions.

The comparison we perform covers all of the cutoffs in the table exhaustively (except for the recently-added advisory MTLO). For the run 13 of ACAS X, cutoffs are defined by: relative horizontal motion (angle and magnitude, with 187 and 37 discrete values); horizontal separation (101 discrete distances); vertical velocities (25 discrete vertical velocities each for ownship and intruder); relative vertical separation (45 discrete distances); the current state of the advisory, and whether the system estimates it is being followed (33 distinct states). Some continuous dimensions have equally spaced cutoffs (e.g. $\theta_v$ is equally spaced in radians), but others have variable spacing, with points closer in areas that may be more dangerous (e.g. vertical separation is discretized in steps of 50 ft between –400 ft and 400 ft, but the discretization step then becomes increasingly larger – 100 ft, 200 ft, 400 ft, and finally 4,000 ft at the last step – as the separation increases). All in all, there are 648,591,384,375 (6.49e11) unique cutoffs to analyze. Because the table may have arbitrarily different entries at each cutoff, we cannot rely on any sort of symmetry arguments, but have to explore the full state space exhaustively. Fortunately however, we do not have to predict all of the infinitely many possible future trajectories from a cutoff to check whether an advisory is safe, but we can exploit the safe regions identified in Sect. 2 to reduce this to a simple arithmetic check of the formula in Fig. 3. Improving upon our previous paper [8], we present new results and counterexamples featuring a delayed pilot response within the limits assumed in Sect. 2, and counterexamples where the system issued COC. Because the safe regions are symbolic formulas, the same comparison can be repeated with any other instantiation of the parameters such as the worst case vertical acceleration (assumed to be $g/3$) or the pilot delay (3 seconds). The proofs for the safe regions identify them as safe for any instantiation within the model, which shows a clear advantage of the formal symbolic approach whenever achievable.

When the system issues a COC, the comparison computes a two-sided envelope, since the system isn’t asking the pilot to go in any particular direction. Each side of the envelope represents the most extreme acceleration in that direction during the delay ($g/3$), followed by the most extreme advisory after 1 second in the other direction (either DES1500 or CL1500). The upper and lower bounds of the envelope eventually cross to create a closed area, whose inside is considered unsafe. The area outside this curve is safe for any intruder, and guarantees we can avoid collision if we issue COC now, by issuing the appropriate follow-on advisory the next second.

3.2 Results

We ran two different analyses, one comparison assuming that the pilot reacts immediately (no delay), and another one assuming that the pilot reacts after a 3-second delay. We present the results in Table 2. For the 3-second-delay comparison, 97.7% of the cutoffs we examined were either safe, or had no alternate advisory for which they could be made safe. Only about 2.3% of the cutoffs had alternate advisories that could be issued to improve the table’s
behavior in straight-line encounters. For the no-delay comparison, we found similar statistics of 97.6% and 2.4%, respectively.

3.3 Counterexamples

We discuss four counterexamples found by the comparison, using either no delay for pilot response, or a 3-second delay prior to compliance. The counterexamples are visualized by plotting the predicted ownship and intruder paths in altitude versus time, after horizontal reduction if necessary (Figures 4 and 5). When visualizing the counterexample, a particular acceleration and vertical rate target is chosen during the delay period that when combined with later compliance to an advisory, results in an NMAC.

The two panels of Fig. 4 show examples where the ACAS X advisory appears to increase the risk of an NMAC over the nominal risk had the pilot continued on the same trajectory. Panel (a) shows a counterexample found using no delay in pilot response. In this case, the ownship was originally planning to cross in altitude with the intruder. The table issues a DNC advisory, causing the ownship to reach some kind of coverage (e.g. one test case per path through the intruder. The intruder is already within 20 seconds later. After inspecting the ACAS X table, it was determined that a major cause for this behavior was inaccurate horizontal timing estimation in the table. As a result of this counterexample, improvements are currently being made to the system’s timing estimation components, thus demonstrating the benefit of applying formal verification techniques early on in the development.

Panel (b) of Fig. 4 shows a counterexample where the advisory issued induces a risk for a pilot that responds after a delay. In the example plotted, during the delay of 3 seconds, the ownship pilot increases climbing with acceleration g/3 to reach 5,000 ft/min, before complying with the DNC advisory with acceleration g/4. This possible behavior puts the ownship on a near collision course with the intruder. Based on the anticipated miss distance of the nominal course, advisories CL1500 or MCL would have lowered the risk here. These counterexamples where ACAS X advisories appear to induce a problem are collected and communicated to the system designers for studying and improving the system.

Fig. 5 shows counterexamples where the ACAS X table does not issue an advisory (i.e., issues COC), but the scenario would be significantly safer with an advisory for straight-line encounters. Panel (a) shows an identified counterexample where, due to the very close horizontal range of only 150 feet, the intruder is already within horizontal conflict range. However, the intruder begins 1,000 feet above the ownship and is descending. Without an advisory, the ownship could decide to climb for 1 second before an advisory can be issued by the system. Even if the most extreme available advisory (DES1500) were issued 1 second later, the intruder would enter the back edge of the puck. If, however, a descend advisory were issued in the first place and the pilot responds with no delay, then the observed NMAC be avoided.

In panel (b) of Fig. 5, due to the high horizontal closure rate the time to horizontal conflict is quite short (about 7 seconds). By not issuing an advisory at this state, the pilot may reduce climb to only 8,000 ft/min during the 1 second where no advisory is issued and keep the same vertical velocity during the assumed delay of 3 seconds after a corrective advisory, such as SDES1500 (descent at rate 1,500 ft/min) is issued. By the time the pilot starts complying with the advisory it is already too late to avoid NMAC. Due to the high vertical rates of this example, the descend advisories are the only type of advisories available to ACAS X, because the system is designed to not increase the climbing rate beyond 2,500 ft/min. These two counterexamples show identified states where not issuing an advisory may actually augment the risk of NMAC.

The comparison we are performing generates billions of counterexamples. By categorizing and using them to create simulation tests, we provide an important body of stress testing scenarios. Analysis and discussion of counterexamples with system designers has already led to design improvements of the ACAS X system.

4. CURRENT AND FUTURE WORK

Aircraft collision avoidance systems such as ACAS X have a huge potential to make air travel safer and more efficient. They can help utilize the increasingly crowded airspace more efficiently. And when aircraft get too close to one another, they can help the pilot prevent a mid-air collision. Aircraft collision avoidance systems are expected to give good advisories under all circumstances while simultaneously being minimally invasive for the pilot. Among all possible advisories, the system is supposed to prefer choices that minimize the impact on the original flight trajectories while also avoiding the potential of NMAC. The advisories have to be issued fast enough so that they still resolve the NMAC before it is too late, respecting that the pilot may take a moment to react to the advisory and have flexibility in how exactly they follow it. And the system should not give advisories that could confuse the pilot under stress; for example, it should avoid changing its mind too quickly about whether to climb or descend. Furthermore, the system should work well whether the intruder is equipped with a collision avoidance system or not. These are a lot of responsibilities and safety requirements for a system like ACAS X, which make its design very challenging. How could it ever be possible to design a system respecting those constraints? And, once designed, how could one argue that it will really work as intended under all circumstances?

The safety analysis of aircraft collision avoidance systems is challenging, because of the many possible geometric configurations to consider, as well as complicated predictions of how the positions of the aircraft may change over time. Additionally, ACAS X uses a large machine-optimized score table for its decisions. This setting leads to a disciplined way of reaching optimal compromises between safety and operational suitability, but makes verification more difficult. For one thing, classical testing techniques that try to reach some kind of coverage (e.g. one test case per path through a program) are hopelessly insufficient for ACAS X, because most of its crucial decisions come from interpolating the individual data entries in the table. Testing what happens when following all paths
(a) Pilot responds immediately to the advisory DNC (Do Not Climb). Starting state is $r = 4,000$ ft, $v_r = 180$ ft/s, $\theta_r = 180^\circ$, $h = 1,200$ ft, $\dot{h}_0 = 3,000$ ft/min, $\dot{h}_1 = -3,000$ ft/min, previous state = ‘None-None’. There is an NMAC at time 0.00 s with 66.66 ft vertical separation and 0.40 ft horizontal separation.

(b) Pilot responds to the advisory DNC after 3 seconds. Starting state is $r = 650$ ft, $v_r = 10$ ft/s, $\theta_r = 130^\circ$, $h = 150$ ft, $\dot{h}_0 = 2,000$ ft/min, $\dot{h}_1 = 500$ ft/min, previous state = ‘None-None’. There is an NMAC at time 0.00 s with 81.79 ft vertical separation and 0.01 ft horizontal separation.

Figure 4: Counterexamples with Induced Risk: Original ownship path (dashed blue) and intruder path (red) vs. potential ownship path (blue) responding to a do-not-climb (DNC) advisory with no delay (panel a) and with a 3-second delay (panel b).
(a) Pilot responds immediately to COC (no advisory) followed 1 s later by Descend 1,500 ft/min. Starting state is \( r = 150 \) ft, \( r_v = 20 \) ft/s, \( \theta_v = 170^\circ \), \( h = 1,000 \) ft, \( h_0 = 0 \) ft/min, \( h_1 = -3,000 \) ft/min, previous state = ‘None-None’. There is an NMAC at time 24.20 s with 99.84 ft vertical separation and 484 ft horizontal separation.

(b) Pilot responds to COC (no advisory) after 3 s followed 1 s later by Subsequent-Descend 1,500 ft/min. Starting state is \( r = 17,500 \) ft, \( r_v = 2,350 \) ft/s \( \theta_v = 180^\circ \), \( h = 800 \) ft, \( h_0 = 10,000 \) ft/min, \( h_1 = 1,500 \) ft/min, previous state = ‘DND-DND’. There is an NMAC at time 0.00 s with 10.99 ft vertical separation and 7.50 ft horizontal separation.

Figure 5: Counterexamples of Insufficient Advice: Original ownship path (dashed blue) and intruder path (red) vs. potential ownship path (blue) responding to a COC advisory, i.e., continuing with no advisory for 1 second followed with the most extreme advisory available with no delay (panel a) and with 3-second delay (panel b).
Although it is conceptually straight-forward to check if one particular counterexample leads to false alarms in the comparison with the actual advisories issued by the ACAS X table. Thus, we may flag an advisory as unsafe, although it is not, simply because of our worst case assumptions. One approach is to improve the precision of our safe regions, to make them less conservative – while keeping them provably safe. Another complementary approach is to sort and categorize the automatically generated counterexamples. This will make it easier for the development team to navigate through the millions of counterexamples we are generating.

**More Accurate Model.** The hybrid model presented in Sect. 2 has a number of limitations. In many of our counterexamples, ACAS X would issue an advisory later on, correcting its initial assessment. In contrast, our current model assumes that an advisory is followed forever. We are working on an improved model handling such subsequent advisories. Our model also assumes that both aircraft follow a straight-line trajectory, with no possible turn. In order to relax this limitation, we are working on extending the reduction presented in Sect. 2.2 to possibly curved trajectories of both aircraft.

Another limitation of our approach is that we do not handle intruders equipped with a collision avoidance system, or encounters with multiple intruders. This is made more challenging because those cases are typically handled by online scores after interpolation in the score table. But currently, our comparison looks only at the score table and ignores online scores – partly because considering them would add several orders of magnitude to an already large comparison calculation. We would like to extend our model to handle equipped and multiple intruders, and extend our comparison to handle some amount of online scores.

**Fewer Counterexamples.** The safe regions we identified may be overly conservative – in particular for the COC advisory – which leads to false alarms in the comparison with the actual advisories issued by the ACAS X table. Thus, we may flag an advisory as unsafe, although it is not, simply because of our worst case assumptions. One approach is to improve the precision of our safe regions, to make them less conservative – while keeping them provably safe. Another complementary approach is to sort and categorize the automatically generated counterexamples. This will make it easier for the development team to navigate through the millions of counterexamples we are generating.

**Continuous Region Comparisons.** So far, the table comparison has been performed at the discrete grid points of the ACAS X table. A natural question one may ask is what happens at the points off this grid? Are the advisories safe for those points? Recall that the ACAS X decisions for off-grid points result from a multi-linear interpolation of the values on the neighboring grid points (vertices). An important fact about the safe regions we identified is that they characterize which actions are safe at any point in the state space regardless of the ACAS X grid. We can thus reuse the same model, proof and safe regions to assess the safety of any ACAS X decision.

Although it is conceptually straight-forward to check if one particu-
with respect to the safe regions. One may also prefer provably safe advisories over ACAS X advisories whenever the safety conditions are violated. We are currently discussing with the development team the following three possible integration schemes:

1. The safe regions could be incorporated into the MDP optimization itself, e.g. by changing the objective function to have a prohibitive score for advisories outside the provable safe regions.

2. As in ModelPlex [14], the final optimal advisory from the ACAS X table could be checked for compatibility with the safe regions and replaced by another safe action if needed.

3. Recall that ACAS X uses online scores which adapt the score from the ACAS X table, for example for ground proximity or coordination. The safe regions can be added as a new online score to ACAS X such that it avoids issuing advisories that are not known to be safe.

The above integration propositions feed the knowledge gained from the safety analysis back into the design of ACAS X to help make it an even safer system while preserving its main objective. Approach 1 gives the most direct feedback into the original system optimization but leaves the prohibitive score to use unspecified. Approach 2 is conceptually very clean and comes with strong theoretical guarantees [14] about the final system whenever the assumptions of the hybrid model are met. It requires, however, an additional decision component into the system architecture. Finally, approach 3 leads to a particularly smooth integration, because the ACAS X infrastructure already uses online scores for various purposes on a routine basis. Further evaluation is needed to determine which score to use and how it would interact with other online scores.
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